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Introduction n 

Thiss thesis aims to give a uniform, analytical approach to the quantization and reduc-
tionn of moduli spaces of flat connections over general surfaces, possibly with bound-
aries.. This involves both a generalization of the Borel-Weil theorem for loop groups 
ass well as a construction of a certain three dimensional Topological Quantum Field 
Theory,, eventually resulting in a modular tensor structure on the category of positive 
energyy representations of loop groups. The necessary technical background to these 
issuess will be given in three additional chapters. In this introduction we will merely 
sketchh the general picture in which these result fit, along with some historical notes. 

Quantization.. Quantization describes the passage from classical mechanics to 
quantumm mechanics. Its inverse, passing from quantum mechanics to classical me-
chanics,, is called the classical limit . From a mathematical point of view, the main 
problemm of quantization is its definition, although there is a sense of common agree-
mentt about the basic features of such a procedure. Recall that classical mechanics 
iss mathematically described in terms of symplectic geometry, whereas Hubert spaces 
andd operator algebras are the natural language of quantum mechanics. Therefore, 
quantizationn may ultimately be viewed as a certain correspondence between symplec-
ticc geometry and operator algebras. The most basic feature of this correspondence 
iss the following: Since the phase space of a classical mechanical system is always 
symplectic,, one expects quantization to associate a Hubert space Q(M) to a sym-
plecticc manifold M. Conversely, observe that the projective space of a Hilbert space 
iss a symplectic manifold. Second, it is understood that real-valued functions on M 
shouldd be quantized by self-adjoint operators on Q(M) in such a way that the map 
ƒƒ |—" Q{f)< f £ C°°(M) is linear and relates the Poisson bracket and the commutator, 

Q{{f,9})~i[Q{f),Q(g)\-Q{{f,9})~i[Q{f),Q(g)\-

Itt is known that putting an equality in this relation is too restrictive, and usually 
onee requires this to hold merely asymptotically, in the limit where a deformation 
parameterr (h) goes to zero. Another option is to quantize only a certain subalgebra 
off  smooth functions and put an equality sign for those functions in the relation above. 
Thiss second approach is what we will do in this thesis, where subalgebra corresponds 
too functions associated to a representation of a symmetry group. 
Alreadyy this rather vague notion of quantization stands at the origin of a remarkable 
similarityy between certain geometric notions in symplectic geometry and the theory 
off  operators algebras, see e.g. [CW, La i ] . To fully appreciate this, it is convenient to 
keepp in mind the geometric interpretation of operator algebras, as provided by Connes' 
noncommutativee geometry [Con]. We start with a description of the classical side. 

7 7 
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Ass is well known, the ring of smooth functions on a symplectic manifold carries in a 
naturall  way the structure of a Poisson algebra, i.e., it is a commutative associative 
algebraa A that has a Lie bracket {  , }  giving an action of A on itself by the derivations 
{{  -f}- I ^ A. In fact, the Poisson algebra on smooth symplectic manifold has the 
speciall  property that its Poisson commutant is trivial, i.e., 

V // € C^iM), f £ est. 3g e C~{M) s.t. {ƒ,#}  ^ 0. 

Moree generally, and also more fundamentally, one can consider general Poisson mani-
folds,, that is manifolds whose ring of smooth functions is endowed with the structure 
off  a Poisson algebra. Such manifolds generically have Casimir functions, i.e., functions 
thatt Poisson commute with the whole of C°°(P). Since by definition any function 
ƒƒ E C'X-(P) acts on Coc(P) by derivations, one can introduce the Hamiltonian vector 
fieldd Xf of ƒ. The set of all these vector fields forms an involutive distribution on P 
whichh can be integrated. Since on every leaf of the resulting foliation, the Poisson al-
gebraa of functions has trivial Poisson center, the manifold P is foliated by symplectic 
leaves. . 
Next,, consider a Poisson map J : M —> P from a symplectic manifold M to a 
Poissonn manifold P. that is a smooth map whose pull-back induces a homomorphism 
off  Poisson algebras J* : C^(P) -» C^{M). In this situation, the Poisson commutant 
off  J*C™(Py CCX(M). i.e.. 

j*cj*c xx(py(py = {ƒ e c-(Af), u,g}M = o vff e rc^(P)}, 
turnss out to be a Poisson algebra as well. From this point of view it is natural to 
considerr so called dual pairs: A dual pair consists of a triple of manifolds (Pi, M, P2), 
withh P\, P2 Poisson and M a symplectic manifold, equipped with maps 

Pii  ^- M -X P2, 

withh J\ anti-Poisson and J2 Poisson such that (7oc(Pi) and CX(P2) lie in each others 
Poisson-commutant.. i.e.. 

{r{r llc°c°cc(p(pll),j;c<),j;c< xx(p(p22)})} MM=o. =o. 
Thee rich geometrical structure of these triples can be neatly organized by collecting 
themm in a category [La2], with objects given by (integrable) Poisson manifolds while 
aa dual pair as above gives an arrow from Pi to P2. Composition of arrows is given by 
aa generalization of symplectic reduction: One takes the fibered product of two sym-
plecticc manifolds over the intermediate Poisson manifold, and integrates the foliation 
givenn by the kernel of the product-symplectic form. 
Onn the quantum mechanical side, consider the category of von Neumann algebras 
andd correspondences. Its objects are given by von Neumann algebras, that is subal-
gebrass M C B(H) of the algebra of bounded operators that equal their bicommutant 
M"M"  = M (see also chapter 3). As for Poisson spaces, the commutant M' of a von 
Neumannn algebra is again a von Neumann algebra. Therefore it is natural to consider 
bimoduless over von Neumann algebras, that is, a Hilbert space with a {normal) left 
andd right action of two von Neumann algebras that commute with each other. Such 
aa bimodule is also called a correspondence [Con], and these form the morphisms in 
ourr category. The composition of morphisms is given by the relative tensor product 
overr von Neumann algebras of Connes, which is the correct analytical analogue of the 
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algebraicc tensor product of modules over rings. This category has a similar structure 
too the category of dual pairs, summarized by the following table: 

Poissonn geometry 

Poissonn algebra 
Symplecticc manifold M 

Poissonn algebra associated to M 
Duall  pair 

Symplecticc reduction 
Symplecticc groupoid 
Modularr vector field 

Operatorr algebras 

vonn Neumann algebra 
Hilbertt space H 

vonn Neumann algebra B(H) 
Correspondence/bimodule e 

Compositionn of correspondences 
Standardd form 

Modularr automorphism group 

Wee have not yet discussed the last two entries on both sides of this table, which were 
addedd for completeness. The correspondence between the symplectic groupoid and 
thee standard form of a von Neumann algebra will be fundamental in our construc-
tions.. For the last entry, we refer to [We]. From this point of view, it is natural to 
requiree quantization to implement this similarity, i.e., to define a functor from the 
classicall  category of dual pairs to the quantum category of von Neumann algebras 
andd correspondences. This refines the assignment M  ̂ Q{M) in the sense that the 
Hilbertt space Q{M) should carry two commuting actions of von Neumann algebras 
obtainedd by quantizing the Poisson manifolds constituting the classical dual pair M is 
partt of. However, most notably, this definition of quantization implies that symplectic 
reductionn of dual pairs should be quantized by the relative tensor product over von 
Neumannn algebras. In [La2] such a quantization scheme is called "functorial". 

Quantizationn commutes wit h reduction. A particular case of functorial 
quantizationn implements the "quantization commutes with reduction" philosophy, 
whichh we will now explain. Suppose a connected Lie group G acts on a symplectic 
manifoldd M by symplectomorphisms. Such an action is said to be Hamiltonian if 
theree exists a G-equivariant map ji  : M —>  0*  with the property that the contraction 
off  n with £ € 0, /^ = </^0 e CX{M) generates the action of £ € 0 through the 
Poissonn bracket, i.e., 

Demandingg that for these functions the Poisson bracket is quantized by the commu-
tator,, one expects the quantization to implement a representation of the Lie algebra 
0,, i.e., 

[QinzhQM][QinzhQM] = Q({ns,vri}) = Q{vit,ri])i  ^ ^ e 0-
Integrating,, one finds a representation of the group G. This basic observation lies at 
thee origin of the correspondence between representation theory and symplectic geom-
etry,, by applying the ideas of quantization. We mention two examples of this prin-
ciple,, the Kirillo v correspondence and the "quantization commutes with reduction" 
philosophy.. The first is concerned with the construction of irreducible representations 
off  G, whereas the second entails the identification of the multiplicity spaces of the 
representationss obtained by quantization. 
Concerningg the first example, one expects the representation obtained by quantization 
too be irreducible when the G-action is transitive, since that case the functions //£, £ e 0 
generatee the whole ring of smooth functions on the coadjoint orbit. Such symplectic 
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manifoldss with a transitive G-action can be classified and are given by the orbits 
OO C g*  of the coadjoint action of G on g*. Putting everything together, quantization 
shouldd give a certain correspondence between coadjoint orbits in g* and irreducible 
representations.. This is called the Kirillo v principle. The connection with operator 
algebrass is given by passing to a suitable group algebra, in our case the group von 
Neumannn algebra (after choosing a Haar measure). 
Wee now turn to the "quantization commutes with reduction''-theme. For a general 
Hamiltoniann G-space. i.e.. carrying a not necessarily transitive G-action, one obtains 
aa dual pair 

M/G<M/G<—— M -^Q\ 
wheree g* is equipped with the usual Lie-Poisson structure, and we assume, for sim-
plicity,, that MjG is smooth. Composition with the dual pair g* <— O  ̂ —  {pt.} given 
byy a coadjoint orbit 0$. £ e 0*  in the category of dual pairs mentioned above, gives 
exactlyy the symplectically reduced space M  ̂ := (M x 0^)//G = //_1(<%). Therefore, 
functoriall  quantization as outlined above implies the "quantization commutes with 
reductiorr'-theorem.. i.e.. the commutativity of the following diagram: 

Q Q 
MM ^— Q(M) 

QR QR 

O O 
M//GM//G —1 Q(M//G) 

Heree QR stands for quantum reduction, i.e., taking the tensor product over a suitable 
groupp algebra implementing the unitary representation of G. For a compact Lie group, 
thiss is equivalent to taking the subspace of Q(M) of G-invariant vectors, and in this 
context,, in the case of actions on compact Kahler manifolds, the above principle 
wass initiated in [GSl]. In physics, such considerations originated with the work of 
Diracc [Di] . In this case, the structure predicted by the "quantization commutes with 
reductionn principle" is quite strong: For any quantizable symplectic manifold M, one 
findsfinds by n commutes with reduction" that 

Q(Mx)Q(Mx) = (Q(M)XV*xf, 

wheree * is the involution on the set A*  labeling the irreducible representations of G. 
thatt sends a representation to its dual. Therefore, by Sdiur's lemma it follows that 

W == 0Q(A/A)®vA, 

i.e.,, the multiplicity space associated to the isotypical component labeled by A G 
A**  is given by quantization of the reduced space A/A. One can thus think of the 
quantizationn commutes with reduction philosophy as giving geometric meaning to 
multiplicityy spaces of representations. 

Topologicall  Quantum Field Theory. Our aim is to obtain certain Topological 
Quantumm Field Theories (TQFT*s) by quantizing moduli spaces of flat connections 
andd proving a "quantization commutes with reduction" theorem. In chapter 2 we give 
ann introduction to TQFT, but let us briefly discuss its main features. 
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Accordingg to Atiyah's axioms [A] , a TQFT is nothing but a monoidal *-functor from 
thee n-dimensional cobordism category to the category of finite dimensional vector 
spacess (or, rather Hubert spaces). We will restrict our attention to n = 3. In this 
case,, a TQFT associates a vector space V(E) to every closed, compact oriented two-
dimensionall  manifold £, and a vector V(M) E V(dM) to every three manifold M 
withh boundary dM. More generally, a cobordism induces a linear map between vector 
spaces,, and these maps should compose according to the gluing properties in the 
cobordismm category. Since a closed three-manifold is interpreted as a cobordism form 
00 to 0, and we assume V(0) = C, a TQFT assigns a number V(M) G C to M. 
Thiss is the three-manifold invariant associated to a TQFT. The basic characteristic 
off  this invariant is the gluing law imposed by the axioms above when M is cut along 
aa two-manifold £ C AI into two pieces Mi and Mi\ 

V(M )) = <V(Mi) )V(M 2) ) v ( E ). 

Itt is this property, just like the Mayer Vietoris sequence for ordinary (co)homology, 
thatt makes the manifold invariant computable. 
Inn three dimensions, one can always use a Heegaard decomposition of a three-manifold, 
andd therefore the axioms for TQFT are equivalent to giving representations of the 
mappingg class group r(E) on V(E). However, it was soon realized that in all examples 
off  TQFT's, there was a more involved structure related to cutting and gluing in 
codimensionn 2. In the three dimensional example of TQFT given by the quantization 
off  moduli spaces of flat connections (see below), this is related to "'factorization rules" 
off  conformal blocks. These rules give certain relations between the above mentioned 
representationss of the mapping class groups when surfaces are glued together, so that 
theyy all combine to give a representation of a more complicated object, called the 
"Teichmiillerr tower" of groupoids. Several authors have tried to incorporate these 
extendedd structures into the axioms of TQFT, see e.g. [Fr2, Tu, KeLu], we will 
followw Quinn's axioms of what he calls "modular TQFT" [Q]. 
Inn the three-dimensional case, this consists of the following, purely algebraic assign-
mentss ([Q] uses coalgebras instead of algebras, which is more convenient from the 
pointt of view of Tannaka-Krein reconstruction theorems): 

1-manifoldd Sl ~» Algebra Asi ~ 
cobordismm £ from d£i n to 9Eout ~*  ^asi n - ^öEout bimodule E^ 
cobordismm M, dM — St H E2 ~-> linear map TM : ESl —» Ey2 

Noticee that the 3-manifolds involved, are manifolds with corners, an aspect that we 
wil ll  ignore now for simplicity. The objects should be subject to some conditions, 
describingg their behaviour under the gluing of cobordisms. Most notably, one has 

^ E i U g i Ejj  — £ Ei ®ASI EZ2-

Thiss axiomatizes G. Segal's gluing law for modular functors [S3], usually written in 
termss of "charges" that label irreducible representations of A. On the other hand, in 
thiss formalism one recovers Atiyah's axioms for TQFT by considering only 2-manifolds 
withoutt boundaries. The by now well-known equivalence between M TQFT and 
modularr tensor categories, see e.g. [BK] , follows essentially by taking the category 
off  modules over AS\. 
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Modul ii  spaces of flat connections. The two themes of the previous sections, 
quantizationn and TQFT, meet each other in the study of the moduli space of flat 
connections.. The moduli space M{X) of flat connections over a surface X was first 
constructedd by Atiyah and Bott [AB] using symplectic reduction of the space of 
alll  connections on a principal bundle by the action of the gauge group. When the 
underlyingg surface has a complex structure, it is isomorphic to the moduli space of 
holomorphicc bundles [NS], already known before in the algebraic geometry literature. 
Noticee that it is not smooth, but has singularities. In [Wil] , Witten identified these 
modulii  spaces as the phase space of a particular 3-dimensional Topological Field The-
ory,, called Chern Simons theory. This led to a study of the quantization of the moduli 
spaces,, since it should be part of a nontrivial example of 3d TQFT. and as such obey 
thee Atiyalrs axioms described above. In particular, one can find a classical manifesta-
tionn of the Atiyah-axioms in the symplectic geometry of M(X): Any three manifold 
MM induces a Lagrangian submanifold in M(dM), and gluing cobordism corresponds 
too intersection of Lagrangian submanifolds. Quantization of such Lagrangian sub-
manifoldss should give Witten's three-manifold invariant. Quantization of the moduli 
spacee of flat connections from this (functorial) point of view is considered in [JW] , 
Too incorporate the "extended" part of the axioms for TQFT into quantization, the 
goall  of this thesis, one has to consider the moduli space of flat connections over 
surfacess with boundaries. From the point of view of symplectic geometry, such moduli 
spacess were systematically studied by Meinrenken and Woodward [MWl] , They 
aree infinite dimensional symplectic manifolds with a Hamiltonian action of a loop 
group,, the gauge group associated with the boundary. In this picture, gluing of 
surfacess corresponds to symplectic reduction with respect to this loop group action, 
i.e.,, "gluing equals reduction". 

Th ee general picture. Our main theme can now be explained very easily: The 
modulii  space of flat connections is a functor from the two-dimensional cobordism 
categoryy to the category of dual pairs, and applying the "quantization-functor" one 
findss exactly the extended axioms of Quinn as outlined above, however in an analytical 
setting.. To achieve this, we will introduce the twisted Lie-Poisson structure on LQ*, 
thee dual of the Lie algebra of the loop group. With respect to this Poisson structure, 
anyy cobordism X induces a dual pair by the moduli space of flat connections over 
XX and its moment map. In this way, one finds a functor from the 2-dimensional 
cobordismm category to the category of dual pairs. The quantization functor consists 
off  two assignments. First, the Poisson manifold LQ* is quantized by a suitable "group 
vonn Neumann algebra", defined in an ad-hoc manner since loop groups have no Haar 
measure.. Second, introducing a complex structure, we define the quantization of such 
modulii  spaces by geometric quantization, however also taking into account the infinite 
dimensionalityy of the moduli space. Functoriality of quantization amounts to proving 
thee quantization conjecture in this case, which, by the "gluing equals reduction" 
principlee reduces to proving that "quantization commutes with gluing". Therefore, 
composingg the "classical" and "quantization-functor", one finds for every complex 
cobordismm a correspondence between certain von Neumann algebras in such a way 
thatt composition of correspondences is given by gluing of the underlying surfaces. 
Thiss essentially describes the TQFT as outlined above. 
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Quantizationn of the moduli space of flat connections. Although quanti-
zationn of the moduli space of flat connections over surfaces with boundaries has not 
beenn studied before, there are many different approaches to quantization of the mod-
uliuli  space associated to closed surfaces. We will review two of these methods, and 
explainn how our results fit  into this literature. 
Lett E be a closed compact Riemann surface of genus g. The moduli space of flat 
connectionss M(E) is the quotient of all flat connections on the trivial principal G-
bundle,, by the action of the gauge group, see [AB] . This turns out to be a stratified 
symplecticc space, with an open dense stratum of real dimension dim G(2g — 2). In the 
gaugee theoretical picture, this dense stratum consists of the quotient of the irreducible 
connections.. In all approaches to quantization one has to accommodate for the fact 
thatt the space is singular, since gauge group action is not free. One way, see [BL , LS], 
iss to use the language of stacks. Notice that the singularities of M(E) often are of 
orbifold-type,, but in general can be worse. 
Thee first, and most direct approach to quantization is to identify A4(E) with the 
modulii  space of holomorphic bundles of [NS], so that it becomes a (singular) Kahler 
space.. Explicitly, this is done by associating to any connection A e -4(E), the Cauchy-
Riemannn operator BA , which gives a holomorphic structure on the trivial vector bundle 
EE over E associated to a representation of V. There is a holomorphic line bundle over 
M(E),M(E), called the determinant line bundle [Qu], whose fiber at [A]  G M(E) is given 
byy the determinant of the cohomology, 

Det(BDet(BAA)) = A m a x#°(E,£)*  ® A m a xH 1(E, f ), 

wheree £ denotes the sheaf of holomorphic sections of E, with respect to Ö4. Its first 
Chernn class turns out to be a multiple of the class induced by the symplectic form, 
andd therefore the quantum Hubert space is given, as in geometric quantization, by 
thee space of holomorphic sections of the dual of the determinant line bundle. 
Thee second approach is more involved, and brings in the perspective of loop groups. 
Wee cut E into two parts Ei and E2 along a closed curve 7 : S1 —> E, as in the 
followingg figure: 

Againn we identify .M(E) with the space of holomorphic bundles. Since the interior 
off  Ei and E2 are Stein spaces, any holomorphic bundle over these spaces is holo-
morphicallyy trivial. Therefore all holomorphic bundles over E can be obtained by 
"clutching""  the trivial bundle over Ei and E2. This is done by elements of the com-
plexx loop group LGc, and this identifies the moduli space of holomorphic bundles 
withh the double coset 

M(E)^G^\LGc/G%M(E)^G^\LGc/G%22, , 
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wheree G£l C LGc* i — 1,2 is the closed subgroup of loops in Gc that have an 
extensionn to a holomorphic map over Ej. This description of the moduli space of 
holomorphicc bundles goes back to A. Weil. 
Fromm this point of view, one can easily construct holomorphic line bundles over M(T,): 
Thee complexified loop group has central extensions labeled by an integer L called the 
level,, which are canonically trivial over the subgroups G^ '. We therefore obtain a 
nontriviall  circle bundle over J W ( £) by 

GfXLGc/G^GfXLGc/G^22. . 

forr every central extension LGc- i.e.. for every integer ( e Z. Taking the associated 
linee bundle, one obtains a holomorphic line line bundle with first Chern class a[ui]  £ 
/ / 2 ( . M ( E ) , Z ),, where  ̂ is the symplectic form on M(T,). In fact, one obtains all 
holomorphicc line bundles in this way. and one has Pic(A"f(E)) = Z. see [DN , LS], 
Supposee now that 7 has been chosen such that E2 equals the disk D in the complex 
plane.. In that case, the complex homogeneous space LGc/G® is called the funda-
mentall  homogeneous space for loop groups, and by the Borel Weil theorem for loop 
groupss proved in [PS], the space of holomorphic sections of the dual line bundle at 
levell  f GN gives the basic positive energy representation H0 of LG at level t One 
thereforee expects the quantum Hubert space of A"f (E) to be isomorphic to the space 
off  Gc' - invariants of HQ, denoted Vy. This was proved in [BL , LS]. 
Thee vector space V^ is an example of what are called spaces of conformal blocks, 
aa not ion coming from conformal field theory. In general, spaces of conformal blocks 
V^(A )) are associated to Riemann surfaces E labeled by A G A J , i.e., a dominant weight 
att level L Such weights label the irreducible positive energy representations H\ of 
thee loop group LG at level t and V^(A) is defined as the space of G^-invariants of 
H\.H\. Since 0 E A* corresponds to the basic representation, this definition generalizes 
thee vector space obtained above. According to G. Segal [S2] these space of conformal 
blockss consti tute a so-called modular junctor. Most notably, this means that when 
gluingg Si and E2 over S1 to a Riemann surface E, like in the previous figure, there 
iss an isomorphism 

v i ~~ © V £ ( A ) ® V £ ( * A ) , 
AA  e A; 

wheree * : K* t —> A^ is the involution sending an irreducible representation to its dual. 
Thiss isomorphism was first proved in [TUY ] using by shrinking the loop 7 to a point, 
soo as to obtain a singular curve. Part of our aim is to obtain a more natural proof by 
gluingg of surfaces instead of degeneration of curves. 
Wee therefore consider the moduli space of flat connections .M (E) over a compact Rie-
mannn surface E with parameterized boundary ÖE = S1. By a theorem of Donaldson 
[Do] ,, this infinit e dimensional space corresponds to one "ha lf of the double coset 
above, , 

M ( S)) ^ LGC/G%, 

andd from this complex point of view classifies holomorphic bundles on E with a 
framingg over the boundary. We quantize this manifold and lif t the Hamiltonian 
act ionn of LG on .M(E) to a positive energy representation H^, generalizing the Borel-
Weill  construction mentioned above. We then prove that "quantization commutes 
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withh reduction", which by the "gluing equals reduction" theorem of Meinrenken and 
Woodwardd [MW1 ] mentioned above, boils down to the isomorphism 

H'^{H^»H^)H'^{H^»H^)LGLG. . 

thatt is, "quantization commutes with gluing". Analytically, the representations H^ 
aree implemented by a certain von Neumann algebra and this isomorphism is induced 
byy the relative tensor product over this algebra, proving functoriality of quantization. 
Decomposingg the H^.'s into irreducibles, we prove that the multiplicity spaces are 
givenn by the spaces of conformal blocks, and quantization commutes with reduction 
thenn implies factorization. 

Conformall  field t heo ry and quant iza t ion. Looking at the complex homo-
geneouss space A4(E) = LGc/G^, a naive at tempt to quantization would be to first 
quantizee LGc and then consider the subspace of G^-invariants. We wil l prove that 
thiss is correct, and this leads to the following, appealing picture. 
Lett us first quantize LGc- Indeed this is a Kahler manifold, isomorphic as a symplectic 
spacee to the cotangent bundle T*LG with its canonical symplectic form, twisted with 
thee Lie algebra cocycle associated to the (level () central extension of LG. Ignoring 
thee cocycle, the situation is analogous to the quantization of T*G, for G a compact 
Li ee group. The Hilbert space of the quantization is given by L 2(G), which by the 
Peter-Weyll  theorem decomposes under the G x G action as 

LL22(G)^(G)  ̂ © VX®V.X. 

Thiss Hilbert space is used to describe the quantum system of particles moving on 
G.. To complete the (euclidean) description of the system, one has to specify an 
operatorr Tt : L2(G) —  L2(G) for every interval [CM], such that the composition reads 
TTtltl o Tt2 — Tti+t 2. This operator is given by the heat kernel of the Laplacian on G. 
Noticee that both the classical and quantum mechanical system, from a Lagrangian 
pointt of view involve the path category VG of G. That is, the category with points of 
GG as objects and morphisms given by paths in G. The path category of a manifold is 
closelyy related to its /^-theory. 
Inn our case, instead of particles, we consider strings moving on G. Therefore, instead 
off  the path category of G, we need the string category: The objects of the string 
categoryy are given by maps from S1 to G, that is, elements of LG, and morphisms 
aree given by maps from a Riemann surface S into G, with <9£ = S*1 US'1. Composit ion 
iss given by gluing of surfaces. This category is conjectured to be related to elliptic 
cohomologyy [SI] . 

Pursuingg the analogy, the Hilbert space of the quantization of LGc at level ( should 
bee given by 

< z ww = @HX®HX, 
AeA; ; 

wit hh the obvious left and right action of LG. Notice that in contrast to the Pe te r-
Weyll  decomposition of L2(G), the sum over dominant weights at level I is finite, 
althoughh every summand is an infinit e dimensional Hilbert space itself. Only in 
thee limi t as ( —*  oo. all dominant weights occur in the summation. The Hilbert 
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spacee above morally plays the role of ''square integrable" holomorphic sections of 
thee line bundle over LGQ associated to the central extension, giving a Peter Weyl 
decompositionn for loop groups. The Peter-Weyl theorem for loop groups only holds 
onn a heuristic level, but we will see later in section 5.4 that there is a closely related 
LGLG x LG-manifold, the moduli space of flat connections over an annulus, for which 
thee Peter-Weyl decomposition holds true. 
Byy analogy with the description of quantum mechanical particles on G, for strings we 
shouldd specify a trace class operator Z£ : 7 /w z w in -> i/^zw. out for every Riemann 
surfacee E with incoming and outgoing boundary 5Ein, out, that should satisfy 

^EE — ^£2 ° ^ Er 

wheneverr E is obtained by gluing Si and £2 over the outgoing and incoming bound-
aries.. What we have described here is a special example, called the Wess Zumino-
Wittenn model, of the axioms for conformal field theory of G. Segal [S2]. If we think 
off  Riemann surfaces with boundary as the morphisms in a complex cobordism with 
objectss given by "boundary circles" and composition given by gluing, a conformal 
fieldd theory is nothing but a functor from the complex cobordism category to the 
categoryy of Hilbert spaces and trace class operators. (We are ignoring here a possible 
centrall  charge associated with a central extension of the cobordism category.) The 
tracee class operators Z  ̂ are the partition functions of the conformal field theory have 
ann interpretation in terms of path integrals [Ga], 
Wee now take the completion of the left and right representation LG on #wzw t o a 

vonn Neumann algebra M, by taking the double commutant. In fact, the commutant 
off  the left action of M on H ẑw gives the right action and vice versa, that is, the 
vonn Neumann algebra is said to act in standard form. Let E be a Riemann surface 
withh boundary dE = Sl. The conformal field theory now gives a vector Zf> E H*vzw, 
whichh in turn produces a state on M by 

t4 (x)) = ( z £ , . r 4) , xeM, 
"wzw w 

andd by the GNS-construction, this produces a cyclic AZ-module, i.e., a Hilbert space 
H^H  ̂ together with a positive energy representation of LG at level L We argue that 
thiss Hilbert space H  ̂ C H ẑw gives the quantization of M(H). 
Inn its most general form, i.e., for a general complex cobordism E from dEi n to #Eou t, 
thee quantization procedure outlined above produces a Hilbert space 

# ££ C B2 (#WZW, in' #WZW. out) ) 

obtainedd from the GNS construction applied to the "'vacuum" state Z  ̂ (£?2 denotes 
thee ideal of Hilbert-Schmidt operators). It carries, by definition, commuting left Kiu 

andd right A'out-actions, where Kin and Kout are the von Neumann algebra comple-
tionss of the positive and negative energy representations of LG at the incoming and 
outgoingg boundary. Such an object is called a correspondence, or bimodule, and is 
schematicallyy denoted by 

AA in ~* -" £ i A o u t . 

Supposee that we now have E = Ei Usi E2. This gives rise to three correspondences, 
H^,H^, H î and tf 2̂- By the definition of conformal field theory, one knows that the 
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"vacuumm states" of these correspondences satisfy Z | = Z 2̂ o Z^. Computing the 
relativee tensor product, this induces a canonical isomorphism 

Sincee H  ̂ quantizes the moduli space J M ( £ ), and classically A4(£i) and M{Ti2) are 
relatedd to At(S) by symplectic reduction, this proves functoriality of quantization. 
Wee should warn the reader that, although this picture is correct, the proof of it reverses 
thee order: We first prove functoriality of quantization from which the existence of the 
WZWW conformal field theory follows. This allows the reinterpretation above. 

K-theory .. Recently, it has become clear that there is a deep relation between 
TQFTT and i^-theory [Fr3] . Roughly speaking, this is given by taking the TvT-theory 
off  the algebra associated to a circle, K*(A). By the relation between 3d-TQFT and 
modularr tensor categories, this corresponds to taking the Grothendieck ring of the 
categoryy C — Rep(A). The extended axioms for TQFT now descend to a lower level 
inn a categorical hierarchy: The functor associated to a two dimensional surface, given 
byy taking the tensor product of a bimodule over A, induces a map in if-theory which 
composess according to the gluing laws in the two dimensional cobordism category. In 
otherr words, one finds that the i^-theory satisfies the Atiyah-axioms for 2d TQFT, 
insteadd of 3d. Therefore K*{A)  inherits the structure of a Frobenius algebra, most 
significantly,, it has a ring structure. 
Inn the case of loop groups, the Grothendieck ring of the category of positive energy 
representationss at a given level was identified with the equivariant twisted if-theory 
off  compact Lie groups, see [Fr4, FHT] . This geometric interpretation of the repre-
sentationn ring (like the Baum Connes conjecture for groups) brings in the perspective 
off  index theory. In principle, the Frobenius algebra structure on the fusion ring of 
aa compact Lie group G should be induced by the Z,G-equivariant index of a Dirac 
operatorr on the moduli space .M(£), as we explain in chapter 6. There we also study 
thee special case of coadjoint orbits from this point of view: One can define a Dirac op-
eratorr in a Hubert space whose LG-equivariant index yields an element in the fusion 
ringg of G, i.e., a virtual positive energy representation. This operator can be used to 
givee a Dirac induction map, which also plays an important role in the isomorphism 
betweenn the fusion ring Rg(G) and the equivariant twisted X-theory of G, see [Fr4] . 

Plann of the thesis. As mentioned, in order to be self contained, the first three 
chapterss serve as an introduction. Chapter 1 reviews the theory of positive energy 
representationss of loop groups and explains the Borel-Weil theorem that we wil l later 
generalize.. The second chapter discusses the notion of topological quantum field 
theoryy (TQFT) and the equivalence with certain special types of tensor categories. 
Thee third chapter discusses von Neumann algebras and correspondences, a technical 
tooll  that will be essential. Chapter 4 discusses, the "classical" theory of the moduli 
spacee of flat connections over surfaces with boundaries. Introducing the twisted Lie-
Poissonn structure on the dual of the Lie algebra of the loop group, we show that such 
modulii  spaces form a "Poisson bimodule" (dual pair), and prove a classical version of 
thee axioms of TQFT. Chapter 5 deals with the "quantum theory. WTe quantize the 
modulii  space of flat connections to obtain a positive energy representation of the loop 
groupp and explain in which way this generalizes the Borel-Weil theorem. Then we 
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goo on to discuss quantum reduction. An essential role in this is played by the Hilbert 
spacee obtained by quantizing an annulus, which is shown to have a "Peter-Weyl" 
decomposition.. This enables us to prove that the quantization we have defined is 
functorial,, i.e., the tensor product of the quantization over the von Neumann algebra 
implementingg the positive energy representation corresponds to the gluing of surfaces. 
Ass a side result, we prove the existence of the Wess-Zumino--Witten conformal field 
theoryy in the axiomatization of G. Segal, as explained in the last section of Chapter 2. 
Finally,, the last chapter gives a construction of the Dirac operator on homogeneous 
spacess of loop groups and its index, as well as a construction of the Dirac induction 
homomorphism.. Last, a conjecture for index theory on the general moduli space is 
presentedd from the point of view of twisted index theory. 


